
Bean Sorting Busy Bag 
Thanks for visiting All Our Days and finding a resource you would like to use! I create these         

activities for my own children and share them in order to bless others!  

 

If you would like to share these files with others, please direct them to our blog and not directly to 

the file you are now viewing.  

 

It is our prayer that others will be blessed by our blog and any files we share. If you ever notice a typo, 

please let me know, they can slip by me and I definitely want to fix them!  

 

God Bless!  

Allyson  
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They were created for private and non-profit use.  

Please do not sell or host these files anywhere else.  
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Bean Sorting Busy Bag Materials: 

1 bag of 15 bean soup 

1 egg carton (empty and clean) 

zip-top gallon-size bag 

printer  

scissors 

clear packaging tape 

Instructions: 

1. Choose 12 (or 6 for younger children) types of beans from the bag of 15 bean soup. Place the 

dried beans in the zip-top bag.  

2. Cut the top off of the egg carton. Cut the bottom  

     portion in half. Place the two halves of the egg  

     carton in the zip-top bag (or one half if you’re  

     only including 6 types of beans)    

3. Print the Busy Bag label on regular weight printer paper. Cut it out on the solid lines. Fill in how 

     many types of beans you included. Use clear packaging tape to cover and secure the label   

    to the front of the zip-top bag. 
 

Note to Adults: Dried beans can be dangerous if swallowed (or stuffed into noses or 

ears)! If your child is still in the puts-everything-in-their-mouth stage you’ll want to 

hold off on this activity until they’re older. 

Place the empty egg carton on the table in front of 

you. Group the beans together with beans of the same 

kind so that each egg cup has a different type of 

bean.

Activity Develops or Reinforces: visual discrimination, sorting by type, fine motor skills  

This bag includes: Dried Beans, 1 empty egg carton 

Warning: Plastic bags are choking hazards.  Dried beans can be harmful if swallowed.  

Adult supervision required.   
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